
Comprehensive and practical 
guidance for optimizing your IT 
security program

Microsoft Services

Potential Benefits

• Gain a comprehensive and 

consolidated view of your 

existing security programs 

• Improve your overall security 

posture by implementing an 

actionable roadmap with 

specific steps to meet your 

business and security needs 

• Enhance your program by 

working with experienced 

Microsoft specialists to learn 

up-to-date policies, practices, 

and technologies 

Microsoft Security Risk Assessment
Is your current IT security program effective? Do your IT program’s policies, 

practices, and technologies harden your organization against current and future 

security threats?

Security Challenges

Developing an effective IT security program can be a daunting challenge. Your 

security program must protect important data and systems, while mitigating the 

most likely and dangerous threats. You are expected to constantly keep this 

program updated and promote a security approach that accounts for business 

priorities, drifting security controls and new attack techniques. All of this must be 

done at a reasonable cost and with minimal disruption to the business. The 

Microsoft Security Risk Assessment (MSRA) is designed to help overcome the 

challenges of creating an effective security program. 

Microsoft Security Risk Assessment

MSRA is a two week engagement designed to help gauge the effectiveness of 

your security program by evaluating your current security posture. Through on-

site, in-person interviews and technical examination, MSRA results in the creation 

of a roadmap that is customized to your business. This roadmap accounts for your 

organization’s resources and tolerance for change, and harnesses planned IT 

upgrades wherever possible. It also captures opportunities for security to 

contribute to new business areas and reduce the cost of compliance. 
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For more information about Consulting and Support solutions from Microsoft, contact your 

Microsoft Services representative or visit www.microsoft.com/services

Planning

Review objectives, identify customer focus areas, and schedule on-site interviews.

Data Collection

Conduct on-site interviews to gather goals, policies, technologies, and practices 

across your security program(s).

Analysis

Analyze interview results and compare against Microsoft Cybersecurity 

Infrastructure Optimization Maturity Model. Prepare your roadmap based on 

criticality and impact of the findings.  

Reporting

Create written report and provide Executive Briefing summarizing findings 

and roadmap.

Deliverables

Tailored Security Program Recommendations, Executive Briefing, Roadmap, Plan 

and Associated Estimate

Why Microsoft Services
Comprehensive Approach

With comprehensive Security and Identity services across strategy and planning, 

implementation and ongoing support, we can help your business implement 

seamless, consistent solutions that align with your strategic goals. 

Unparalleled Access

With direct access to product development teams, we can take advantage of our 

security and identity products’ latest capabilities to create, integrate and optimize 

solutions that help protect your business and drive innovation.

Highly Skilled Resources

Trusted to help protect the world’s largest organizations and on the forefront in 

the fight against cybercrime, our diverse group of technical professionals are 

highly trained experts offer you a wealth of security and identity experience.

MSRA Solution Details


